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INTRODUCTION 
The unusual properties of heavy fermion (or heavy electron) matenals have sparked 

an avalanche of research over the last two decades in order to understand the basic phenom- 
ena responsible for these properties. The reader is referred to numerous review articles, such 
as Fisk et. ai., (1995), Grewe and Steglich (1991), Hess et. al., (1993), Lawrence and Mills 
( 1  W l ) ,  Ott and Fisk (1987), Stewart (1984), Thompson and Lawrence (1994). The term 
heal y fermion refers to materials (thus far only compounds with elements having an unfilled 
41 or 51 shells) whose elcctronic properties suggest that the conduction electrons have a very 
heak y effecti\.e mass. T h s  is irf-crred from the linear term in the low specific heat (Cp = yT+ 
OTz ) n hich usually has an u p ~ ~ i r n  at low temperatures and suggests [some of the first dis- 
co\wies nere by Andres et. al. (1975), followed by Steglich (1979), Stewart et. al (1984), 
Ott et. al. ( 1983)l y-\.alues as large as 1500 mJimole-K2. deHaas-van Alphen measurements 
ha\ e con1 irmed the existence of heavy masses [Spnngford and Reinders ( 1988), Lonzanch 
( 1988), Onula ( 1993)j. The quadratic term in the resistivity and the Pauli susceptibility also 
indicate (he eustence of a mass enhancement. I t  is well established that indeed it is the f- 
electron\ [hat are responsible for the unusual properties [Grewe and Steglich (1991)). 

1 IJgnetic susceptibility measurements, x, generally yield a Curie-Weiss beha\ lor at 
high temperatures iiith a well developed moment [see, for example, Thompson and Law- 
rence ( 1094)], nhich would be consistent tilth a l d i z e d  behavior of the f-electrons. In- 
deed, the I-electrons appear to behave as non-interacting single impunties at elet,ated tem- 
perature, nhile below some charactenstic temperature, usually referred to as the Kondo 
Temperature or T,, the susceptibility levels off or even decreases. This phenomenon is inter- 
preted as a compensation of the magnetic moment by the ligand conduction electrons that are 
belleked to align anti-parallel to the f-electrons to form a singlet state [see, for example, 
Gren.e and Steglich (1991)l. At still lower temperatures a dramatic drop in the electrical 
resistiL ity, p, is associated u.ith the formation of a coherent periodic lattice of these compen- 
bated f-electrons so that the low temperature electronic structure can be consistent14 inter- 
preted as being due to a band of very heavy mobile fermions. T h s  is often referred to as the 
Kondo lattice or the Anderson lattice. The concept of a Kondo or Anderson latbce appears to 
date back to La~rence et. al. (1981), but the reader is referred also to an excellent revien of 
theoretical approaches by Lee et. ai. ( 1986). 



There I ) ,  ho\vei.er, another school of thought that claims that the 1-electrons torrn 
\\elI-delined B1cx.h states and very narrow bands at all temperatures [Zuicknagl ( 1993), Llu 
(1993, 1997). Sheng and Cooper (1995)l. While there is little quarrel nzith thls l ien at lor \  
temperature\. con\ entional band theory (using the Local Density Approximation, or LDA) 1s 
clearly unable t o  elplan the hgh-temperature properties as well as the very heavy mass. 
Rcnormali/cJ band theory [Strange and Nervns (1986), Ztvicknagl (19931 may yet prwe 
u d  u l ,  c\pcciall! those that incorpordte physics similar to the Kondo effect and its tempera- 
ture dependence, perturbati\ely [Steiner (1O94), Norman (1985), Norman et. al. (lO85)l. 
Hone\  er, the apparent success of  the Single Impurity Model (SIM) in explaining macro- 
scopic bulk phenomena suggests a correctness, at least at some level, of the model, though 
recent resuits (C. Booth, pnvate communication) indicate that attempts to extract bandwidths 
from bulk data lield totally unphysical results. T h s  suggests a need to re-evaluate the SIM 
even in connection with bulk data. The heart of the issue clearly then is the exact role of the f-  
electrons in the formation of the heavy fermion state. In t h s  respect the effect of the penodic 
lattice is non-negligible. The periodic Anderson model (PAM) has made headway in treating 
this problem and will be discussed in detail though other periodic models are not yet ruled 
out. 

As stated, the localized approach utilizes (SIM) as the starting point. The assumption 
here is that even in periodic systems (i.e., ordered compounds), where an f-electron exists 
Lvithin each unit cell, the f-f overlap is so small that at high temperatures the f-electrons can 
be treated as completely localized impurities in a sea of ligand conduction electrons having a 
density of states N(E). It is the very slight residual hybridization with N(E) which yields the 
low temperature behavior as the hybridization energy exceeds k,T. The Gunnarsson and 
Schonhammer ( 1985, 1986) approximate solution of SIM calculates the particle-hole excita- 
tion spectrum (we will refer to it as GS) and has been hailed as a breakthrough in the under= . 
standing of heavy fermion systems. The non-crossing approximation, or NCA, has in addi- 
tion been able to introduce [Bickers (1987), Bickers et. al. (1985 and 1987)] the effects of 
temperature, and has recently included the effect of finite f-f Coulomb repulsion, U,, 
[Pruschke (1989)] thus including the possibility of double occupancy of f-levels. Without a 
doubt the GS and NCA approximations are the most comprehensive, as well as the most 
n.idely accepted approximations of the particle-hole excitation spectrum in heavy fermions, in 
the Kondo limit. More recently numerical renormaliztion group (NRG) [Wilson (1975)] and 
Quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) [Hirsch and Fye (1986)l approaches have been extended to 
treat dynamrcs [Oliveira and Wilhns (1981), Silver et. al. (1990), Jane11 and Gubernatis 
(1996)]. A umversal behavior for the f-electron DOS comes out of these approximate solu- 
tions, the core of which is the prediction of scaling with T,. 

Photoelectron spectroscopy (often referred to as PES in the following sections), the 
most direct measurement of the electronic structure of a material, should in principle be able 
to shed considerable light on this matter. In general the distinction between a localized and a 
band-like state is tnvially observed in band dispersion. However, in the case of heavy fer- 
mions such distinctions pose a serious problem since any dispersion of an f-band within the 
coherent \Ute is expected to be of the order of T, which is generally far below the resolution 
o f  prescnt day apparatii. Nonetheless, PES measurements on heavy fermions have been 
abundant [For a review of some of the early rvork on poly-crq.stals see Allen et. al. (1986 and 
1992) 1 .  ( )I\ ing to  the \ ery specific predictions of the GS and NCA approximations regarding 
the \i lcith, position, spectral weight, and temperature dependence of the f-electron DOS, 
11 hich lends itself readily to a photoemission measurement. 

hluch o f  the past work n'as performed on poly-crystalline samples, scraped in-situ to 
e\po\e ii clean surfxe for PES. Further, despite the fact that the features studied were at least 
an order o f  magnitude narrower than the then-available experimental resolution (or perhaps 
because 01. i t ) ,  p o d  agreement with the GS approximation was often reported [Patthey et. al. 
( 1985, 1986, 1987a and b, 1990), Malterre et. al. (199% and b), Tjeng et. al. (1993), Kang 
et. al. (1990), Alien et. al. (1986), Liu et. al. (1992), Weibel et. al. (1993)l. There have 
since been considerable ad\ances both in the quality of specimens as kvell as experimental 
resolution, \\ hich raise questions regarding these conclusions. Much of the past work on 
poiy-cq stalline samples has been reported in several re\iew articles, most notably Allen et. al 
( 1986, 1992), and it is not necessary here to review those efforts again, with the exception o f  
subsequent work performed at high resolution. The pnmary focus of the present review ui11 
be on new measurements obtained on single cqstals, cleaved or prepared in situ and mws- 
ured at high resolution, Lihich seem to suggest (Joyce et. al. (1993a,b,c), (1993a,b), 



( 1994a.b), ( 1996), Arko et. al. (1993), (1994), Andren.s et. al. (1994), (1995a,b), ( 1996). 
Blqth et. al. (1992), (1993)] that agreement with the GS and NCA approximations is less 
than perfect, and that perhaps the starting models need to be modified, or that eien an cn- 
tirelq nen approach is called for. Of the promising new models the Periodic Anderson Model 
IS  most closel) related to the SIM. Indeed, at high temperatures it reverts to the SIM. How- 
c iw,  the chargc polaron model of Liu (1997) as well as the two-electron band model of 
Sheng and Ctx)per ( 1995) cannot yet be ruled out .  

Inahmuch as the bulk of the single crystal work [vas performed by our onn Los 
Alamos group [Andren.s et. al. (1995a,b), (1996), Joyce et. al, (1996)1, this reiieiv n ~ l l  
dran hea\ ily on those results. Moreover, since the GS and NCA approximations represent 
the m a t  comprehensike and tvidely accepted treatment of heavy fermion PES, it is only 
natural that me pnmanly concern ourselves with analysis of PES data in terms of these mod- 
els, in order to thoroughly test their validity in light of the new data. 

The evolution of theoretical models has been driven by experiment. To date, the f 
component of the one electron addition/remo\ial spectra of alloys containing Ce ions, as ne11 
as ordered Ce compounds, are qualitatively similar. Due to the difficulty of separating out the 
f component of the spectrum, the only concentration dependence that has been identified is 
the linear dependence of the overall intensity. This unsatisfactory state of affairs has caused 
theorists to focus their attentions pnmariiy on single impurity models that have the same 
qualitative features as obsened in experiments. Thereby, effects that are present in ordered 
compounds have been, hitherto, largely ignored. In this review our main focus will be on 
ordered compounds, indeed, single crystals. 

.. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS . .  

Kondo Models 

Most models are based on the single impurity Anderson (1961) model, whch de- 
scribes an f shell that is bathed in a Fermi-sea of conductlon electrons. The Hamiltonian, H,  
can be written as the sum of three terms, 

where Hf describes the f electron system, Hd describes the conduction electron systems and 
Hfd describes the coupling between these two systems. The Hamiltonian Hf can be wntten 

H = H f +  Hd + Hfd 

as 
H f = z E f P a f a +  zUffi3Paf-t f fa 

\\!here the operators p a  and f,, respectively create and m h l a  "B e an e 1 ectron of spin a in the 
f shell. The first term, proportional to q, represents the binding energy of an electron in the f 
le\.el, and the second term represents the coulomb repulsion between pairs of electrons in the 
f shell. The Pauli exclusion pnnciple makes th s  term, proportional to Uff, inactive when a = 
p. The conduction electron states are descnbed by Hd, as non-interacting conduction elec- 
trons in band states, 

~d = 2 e(@ d+k,a dk,a  
ii hcrc the operators d+k,a and dk a ,  respectively, create and m h i l a t e  electrons of spin a 
in the conduction band-state laberd by the Bloch wave-vector k. The quantity e(k) is the 
di\per\ion relation of the conduction band states. The f electron and d electron systems are 
coupled i id the h> bndization process, Hfd, which p be written as 

The f i r4t  term represents a process in I h i c h  an electron of spin a is taken out of the f shell 
and placed in a conduchon band state, the Hermitean conjugate represents the reverse proc- 
ess. The h j  bndimtion term conserves the spin index a . This term, when treated in second 
yder  perturbation theory y ields a lifetime, or effective width of the f level given by A = n I V 
I- p( p), 

The solutions to the above Hamiltonians are lengthy and laborious. Gunnarsson and 
Schonhammer ( 1985, 1986) after a senes of approximations succeeded in calculating the 
particle-hole excitation spectrum for the case of T = 0. Subsequently, Bickers, Cox and 
Wilkins ( 1985, 1987), using the non-crossing approximation (NCA) succeeded in calculating 
the spectrum at finite temperatures, but at infinite U,. A finite U, calculation was e\,entually 
obtained by Pruschke (1989). I t  is beyond the scope of ths paper, however, to review in 
detail the theoretical approaches. Rather it is the comparison of theory to cxpenment, and the 

Hfd = (v(@ d+k,p fa + v (!d ffa dk,a ) 

here p(p) is the conductlon band density of states at the fermi-level. 



powble sorting out of the models n2hich attracts our attention. For this reason 11 e n i l l  rather 
show the excitation spectrum predicted by NCA since the comparison to NCA ui11 form the 
bulk o f  thi\ papcr. The inconsistencies encountered betuseen experiment and NCA predic- 
tions n i l l  force us to consider other models, especially the periodic Anderson Model. 

Noiicres ( 1985) has pointed out that the formation of the polarization clouds may be 
elpected to onl) in\  o l \ ~  the conduction electrons within k ~ T k  of the fermi-energy. Thus the 
number ol clcctrons forming the compensating polanzation cloud may be expected to be of 
the ordcr of kl,Tkp( ~ r ) ,  n here p(fl) IS the conduction band density of states e\,aluated at the 
fermi-le\ el. Since kBTk is much less than the depth of the occupied portion of the conduction 
band density o f  states, this yields an estimate of much less than one conduction electron per f 
ion. Thus, the estimated number of electrons in the polarization cloud is less than the number 
of f moments to be screened so an alternative descnption, other than the single impunty 
description, may have to be utilized for concentrated compounds.The periodic Anderson 
Model (PAM) appears to fit ths  description since in ths  picture the compensationg conduc- 
tion electrons are allowed to hop from f-site to f-site thus effectively screening in spite of 
insufficient numbers, and forming a narrow hybridized f-band - a magnetic polaron. . 

But before considering ths approach, let us look at the NCA predictions. A graphic 
representation of the predictions of NCA IS perhaps most useful to the reader. An un- 
broadened calculated spectrum is shown in Fig. la (code provided by D.L. Cox) for a typical 
heavy fermion material having a T, of 35K, a model (flat) conduction band 5eV wide, crystal 
field levels at -35 and -48 meV, U, of 7 eV, and a bare f-level positioned at cf si: -3.3 eV. 
These parameters approximately correspond to those of the heavy fermion compound CeSi, 
whch has been heavily reported in literature [Patthey et. al (1986), Joyce et. al. (1993,c), 
Takahash et. al. (1994), Malterre et. al. (1993a,b), G m e r  et al. (19!97)]. It  should be 
stressed that within the SIM the 4f DOS in Fig. la is obkmed by averaging the hybridization . : 

1-ig 1 (a) Parhcle-hole ewtation spectrum calculated for T = 1 1  K using NCA code pro- 
\~dcd by 11 1,. Cox. Paramctcrs approxirnatcly corrcspond to those expected for CcSi?, 
namely. Tk = 37 K, M' = 5 e\.' (Imentnan), I- = 0.1139, A, = 280 mec', e, = -2.4 eV, 
A,, = -25 me\', ACT = -48 e\, L',f = sc: (b) Blow-up of near-& regon. Dark line cme-  
sponds to convolution of spectrum wth a T = 0 K Fern  function. (c) Calculated PES 
spectrum at T = 0 I.; using three drfferent instrument resolutions 



o\ er all conduction electron states, so that dispersion is precluded. To be more precise, it e 
rue not actual15 dealing ~ i t h  a 4f DOS at the Fermi energy but rather only the response of the 
\J stem t o  ~1 core hole. We n.111 netw-theless refer to the intensity at the Fermi energy as the 4f 
DOS. Thi\ it J\ nice11 evplained for the evpenmentalist by Huffner (1986) and Huffner and 
Schlapbach ( 19236). In an] case it IS  argued that NCA Iields an excellent representation of the 
4 DOS at high temperatures, nhilc at low temperatures (far below T, ivhere a Kondo Lattice 
mtxiel 15 more appropnate) ;my dispersion in the coherent state is in any case smaller than 
kBT, and thus negligible. The essential predictions of SIM (i.e., the scaling of 4f spectral 
teaturc5 

Although Ce contains only one f-electron, the GS theory [Gunnarsson and Schon- 
hammer ( 1985, 1986)] as well as NCA [Bickers et. al. (1985, 1987)] predicts at least three 
features in a PES spectrum (occupied states) and at least two features in a BIS spectrum 
(remaining 13 empty states). In Fig. la the occupied features are labeled as the P or ''man" 
peak it hich represents the pnmary f' to P excitation, while the f' portion of the spectrum 
consists of the narrow 4f5,, feature (called the Kondo Resonance, KR) located at k,T, above 
& with only a small occupied tail extending below & (see Fig. lb), as well as a spin-orbit 
split sideband (the 4f, feature) located at As,-T,, below the KR (Here A,, is the spin-orbit 
splitting while T,, is an effective Kondo temperature for the sideband, usually about an order 
of magnitude larger than TK). Above the Fermi energy we have the bulk of the KR at = k,TK, 
an equally intense spin-orbit sideband at +Aso, as well as a broad fz feature (not shown) 
corresponding to double f-occupancy at finite U,, and situated at U, above the occupied f* 
peak. The KR may additionally be split into crystal field levels situated at A,, relative to T,, 
which have their own effective Kondo temperature, TCF, and whch may actually can); more 

Because of particle-hole s mmetry, the PES spectrum for Yb heavy fermions, where 
one has only one f-hole (f13 5s f ) rather than one f-electron, can be obtained from Fig. la 
simply by applying mirror symmetry about the Fermi energy [Bickers et. al. (1987)]. Thus in 
Yb heavy fermions the bulk of the KR is predicted to be occupied whch makes them ideal 
candidates for studying spectral weights, widths, and temperature dependencies. The ability 
to determine nf , the f-hole occupancy (f-electron for Ce compounds), is likewise made pos- 
sible in Yb compounds since the f-spectral weight is fully occupied. The nf more or less 
corresponds to the percentage of the f-hole in the f t 3  state, whch should be close to unity in 
the Kondo limit. The f'" spectral weight in the Kondo limit is then roughly ( 1-nf) with small 
adjustments for the differences in the degeneracy 

From Bickers et. al. (1987) we note several important points regarding Fig. la. ( I )  
The nidth ot' the f" peak varies with the hybridization (width = 386 when using a model 
DOS), and has a spectral weight of about one electron (i.e., r+ =l). The width of the KR = 
k,T,, nhile its total spectral weight (including the unoccupied portion) scales with T, ap- 
proiimately as xT,/J?. The position of the SO sideband varies as A,,- T,, so that for in- 
creasing T, it shifts closer to &as T,, also increases along with T,. Thus most of the spec- 
tral leatures at & increase with T, (the sidebands, of course, scale directly with T,, and TcF) 
and readill lend themselves to measurement in PES,. 

The evstence of crq'stal field levels yields additional features near the Fermi energy. 
For the \pectrum of Fig. la two crystal field levels hake been introduced (at -34 meV and -48 
mcV) t o  appro\imately correspond to those reported for CeSi, in neutron diffraction meas- 
urements [Galeraet. ai., (1989)]. A blowup of the near-& region is shown in Fig. l b  u.ith 
the cr>s;tal field levels delineated. Note that on the occupied portion of the spectrum these 
lciel\ arc relatile14 \veak and in fact do not account for the bulk of the occupied spectral 
\\eight. Although crystal field levels have never been unambiguously observed in a PES 
measurement, their theoretical spectral weight cannot always be assumed to be small (it de- 
pends on the parameters), particularly in Yb compounds. 

In an actual PES measurement the spectrum in Fig. la would be convoluted with a 
Fermi funcbon to yield only the occupied states, as well as broadened by instrument resolu- 
tion. The dark lined spectrum in Fig. Ib corresponds to a convolution with a T=O K Fermi 
function. In  Fig. lc this T = OK spectrum has been further broadened with a 20 meV Gaus- 
\ian to match the stated resolution of Patthey et. al. (1987a) as well as with an 80 meV Gaus- 
sian to match the best rcsolution of a measurement at resonance (hv = 130 eV). This then I S  
the expected shape of a typical Ce heavy fermion PES spectrum, while a typical Yb spectrum 
it ould mimic the unoccupied states of Fig. la broadened by instrument resolution. 

ith T,) are o f  necessity retained at all temperatures. 

spectral itreight than the KR. These are shown in the expanded view in Fig. 1 b. 2 !  

x 



Besides the scaling \kith T,, a major prediction of SIM and its eltensions ( in  particu- 
lar, NCA) is the temperature dependence of the KR as shon n by Bickers et. al. ( 1987). The! 
shon ed that ri >ubstantial decrease in the KR intensity already exists at 0.23TK, n hile at 29T, 
all the f '  spectral [eatures hake been renormalized to nearly zero. A real spectrum at tempera- 
tures comparable to T, may be complicated somewhat by the existence of possible cr4stal 
field (or CF) lei C I S  I[ here T,<T,,<T,,. Nonetheless, at 39T, all f' states should renorma1ir.e 
to  near /cro. 

Eltects ot CF letels and finite U, ha1.e been singled out as complicating the PES 
spectra ot heacy fermions [Allen et. al., 1986, 19931. In particular, because of their larger 
cflcctice Kondo temperature, CF levels may result in a lack of scaling Ivith T,. (Huffner 
( 1992) I ien s these as single particle states, although that argument cannot not hold for large- 
T, matenals such as CeBe,, where the width of the KR is theoretically broader than any CF 
states). LikeLvise, it is possible that spectral Lveight from the very broad f2 states at finite U, 
may spill oi'er into the occupied portion of the spectrum and strongly affect the scaling. Joyce 
and Arko (1993a) have shown hon.e\er that while CF states indeed add extra lveight (though 
not much), the scaling with T, remains dominant within GS theory. 

The effect (or lack thereof) of the finite U, was also demonstrated by Joyce and Arko 
( 1993a). Space limitations prevent extensive discussion Its net effect is merely to increase all 
intensities without changing the overall shape of the spectra, thus keeping all relative weights 
unaffected. The lack of an effect is not surpnsing since spillover of the very broad f2 states 
into the occupied portion of the spectrum should resemble the extreme end of the taJl of a 
Gaussian whch cannot affect the f' features much more than the P peak. 

In summary, the important predictions of GS and NCA are those of scaling of 4f 
features with hybridization (and henceT, ) together with a strong temperature dependence of 
these features as the hybridization decreases with increasing temperature. The scaling ist 
complicated somewhat by the exact choice of parameters, but the increase in the f' spectral 
tveight with T, is at the very least monotonic. 

Periodic Models 

We will see that PES results from single crystals fail to reproduce the NCA predicted 
spectra, diffenng qualitatively and not just quantitatively. In general there is much less tem- 
perature than predicted, while nr values, especially in Yb compounds, are dramatically too 
low (i.e., too much spectral weight in the f'' peaks). Most importantly, dispersion is often 
observed in f-electron features at very high temperatures relative to T, (Le., at temperatures 
n here the susceptibility displays Cune-Weiss behavior), belying the concept of a single 
impunty. 

While several theoretical approaches [Tahvildar-Zadeh, 1997,1998, Zwicknagel, 
1993, Steiner et al., 1994, Liu, 1993, 1997, Shenh and Cooper, 19951 hold promise of 
accounting lor dispersive behavior, we focus below on the Periodic Anderson Model 
[Tahiildar-Zadch, 19971, PAM, which in its preliminary stages appears to capture the essen- 
tial phjsics. Furthermore, it represents merely an extension of the SIM to periodic systems 
and \hould thus be most pallatable to proponents of the SIM. Quite possibly these d 
'ipproachc\. mostly based on the Anderson Hamiltonian, may eventually converge on the 

t i n d  r e d t ,  namely some form of renormalized bands [Zwicknagel, 1992, Steiner et 
a].. 1W4/ cfi\pla) ing minimal temperature dependence. A necessary flattening of these bands 
at 6. n i t h  temperature, due to the correiations, yields the heavy electron masses L\ell as a 
mimicing, in parts of the Bnllouin zone, of the feature d l e d  the Kondo resonance. 

The PAM is belieLed to most correctly describe the strong correlation of electrons in 
Kondo lattlcc (;>stems; i.e., stoichiornetnc compounds with 4f or 5f electrons in the valence 
shell. While for more than a decade the SIM has been the paradigm for comparison with 
PES, it  cannot account for the coherent nature of electrons (i.e., periodic Bloch states) now 
observed both abo\fe and below T,. The PAM accounts for these effects. Unfortunately, the 
difficult nature of PAM calculations necessitates the use of simple generic models rather than 
real s5stems. Indeed, the dculation is done in infinite dimensions. Nevertheless the pre- 
dicted trends hold the promise of much better agreement with PES data. 

The PAM Hamiltonian on a D-dimensional hypercubic lattxe is, 
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I ig 2 l’.L\l-denrcd spectral funcuons at the inhcated points in the simple cubic Brillouin zone, for tuo 
tcmperatures rclau\ e to I’, Dark lines indicate part~al f-DOS while gray lines indate partial d-DOS. Sote 
that the narrowest features, both f and d, are at the F e r n  energy. 
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In the above equation, ‘(.f):~’ destroys (creates) a d(f)-electron wit s in s on site 1. The 
hopping is restricted to the nearest neighbors and scaled as t = t*  /2$$ .  Here t* = I ,  the 
n idth of the Gaussian density of states, as the energy scale. The unhybridized d-bandwidth 
is 3&, and this broadens further with hybridization. U is the screened on-site Coulomb 
repulsion for the localized f-states and V is the hybridization between d-and f-states. This 
model, then, retains the screening and moment formation of the impurity problem, but is 

Metzner and Vollhardt [1989] observed that the irreducible self-energy and the vertex 
functions become purely local as the coordination number of the lattice increases. As a con- 
sequence, the solution of this interacting lattice model may be mapped onto the solution of a 
local correlated impurity coupled to an effective bath which is self-consistently determined. 
[Pruschke et al., 19961. The Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) algorithm of Hirsch and Fye-: 
[ 19891 is employed to solve the remaining impurity problem. The basic outputs of this pro- 
cedure are the f and d Green’s funchons of the model in Matsubara frequency. The mawmum 
entropy method (MEM) is then employed to analytically continue these functions to real 
frequency [Jarrell et al., 19961. 

Initial results indicate a substantial differences between the PAM and the SIM ap- 
proaches, especially in the much slower temperature dependence of the PAM. While both 
4ield a sharp peakmg of the DOS at & that can be interpreted as a Kondo resonance, 
thcPAM calculations find that these are narrow bands both above and below TK, as shown 
in Fig. 3. Here we present the spectral functions for various k-vectors in a generic simple 

I 

I 
further complicateci by the lattice effects and the interaction between the moments. 



cubic /one along the cube diagonal, at two different temperatures (0.46T, and 3T,). A d- 
band at 9.6 filling is allowed to hybndize with a band of singly occupied f-states, resulting in 
the tu o I -d mi\ed renormalized bands, CI ith a clear hybndi7ation gap. For this sl'stem, U = 
1.5, hqbndi/ation V = 0.6, uhile TK = 0.03, in units of t*. Clearly dispersion is much 
larger than T, There is no f-intensity at & for k = (O,O,O), the latter dekeloping only at k = 
(1,l , l)p/2.  A s  the temperature increases to 3T there is only a miNmal transfer of spectral 
iteight trom the quxsiparticle peaks to the "maid' or 1' peak (still slightly usible at w =: -1) in  
contrast t o  the S[M. Instead one finds pnmanly a broadening of the quasiparticle peaks, \erq 
much in accordance ivith espenmental results reported previously [see papers bq Arko, Joyce 
and Andrens]. Calculations for T = lOT, yield similar results. As in the SIM, the f" peak, 
despite much reduced intensity, is found to increase N ith decreasing hybndization, and hence 
T,. The single impunty physics is generally recovered at sufficiently high temperatures (T > 
lOT,). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Single Crystal vs Poly Crystal PES 
As indicated in the introduction, the emphasis in this chapter will be pnmanly on 

single crystal photoemission spectra and their comparison to the various models. It may be 
useful, however, to show from the start that indeed major differences exist between single 
crystal and poly-crystal heavy fermion PES spectra, in order to demonstrate the need for a 
new approach. 

In Fig. 3 we show single- and poly-crystal spectra for YbCu,Si, where the KR is 
identified with the 4f,/, state and is fully occupied [Arko et. al., unpublished]. The samples :. 
were cleaved (not scraped) in-situ at 20 K, and measured at 20K. The T, for this material is 
approximately 35K. The spectra have been normalized so that the trivalent portion of the 
spectrum (presumed to be entirely due to the bulk) has equal intensities in both curves when 
measured peak to valley. Whle the Cu-3d feature at hv = -4 eV normalizes in ths way to 
equal intensity in both matenals (the slight shifts are due to angle resolved effects), the diva- 
lent portion of the Yb-4f spectrum within 2. eV of8the Fermi energy is dramatically reduced in 
the poly-crystalline specimen relahve to the tnvalent portion, both for surface and bulk fea- 
tures. In terms of the 4f hole occupancy discussed below, the nf is apparently increased from 
0.65 toabout 0.8 or 0.9 in the poly-crystal. Stoichiometry does not seem to be the problem 
since the Cu-3d peak has the correct intensity. If the SIM truly applied in Yb heavy fermions, 
then all the 44 intensity at & is of necessity due to the Kondo interaction. The SIM by 
definition implies that the 4f element is an impurity with no interaction with its neighbors at 
high temperatures. Why the eustence of long range atomic order (or lack thereof) then so 
dramatically affects the 4f spectrum is at t h s  point a mystery. Some suggestions will be 
presented later in the section 13 where we consider the possibility that these are band states 
e\ en at high temperatures, and long range order may be impalred in poor poly-crystals. 

I t  is natural to suspect poor sample quality in poly-crystals for the above result, and 
this is certainly expected to be a contnbution. However, although the quenching of the 4f5,, 
lcature in pol>-crqstals is not totally universal, it occurs often enough that an effect other than 
poor sample stoichiometry is a contnbuting factor. On the other hand, inasmuch as it is single 
crqstal data that is more out of line with bulk properties than poly-crystal data, it is occasion- 
a114 wgge\ted that this could be due to a surface effect in single crystals. Unfortunately this 
runs counter to  con) entional wisdom kvhich states that best coupling to the bulk is obtained in 
single crq stals at normal emission. Indeed, poly-crystals, especially scraped poly-crystals, 
are tar more likely to exhibit strong surface effects. Further, only the KR and its sidebands 
are affected by the poly-crystal and scraping, the trivalent portions of the spectra remaining 
unaffected. Clearly tve are hnting that the 4f states exist in very narrow bands whose phase 
coherence is readily destroyed by an imperfect surface. 

To sum up, it is apparently crucial for a correct measurement of the near-& intensities 
in heavy fermions that the surface is a cleaved single crystal, with a mirror surface especially 
desirable. Scraping of the surface should be particularly avoided since it was found that in 
YbAgCu,, a matenal having a T, of about 35 K, the scraping of a coarse-grained surface 
totally elimnated all diLAent 4f teatures [Arko et. al., unpublished], much more consistent 



Fig 3 Single crystal and poly-crystal YbCu,Si2 PESspectra taken under identl- 
cal condtions Note the large reduchon in poly-crystal divalent intensity even 
though the tncalent intensities are equal 

with thermodynamic data. Perhaps it is so that the destruction of long range order via scrap- 
ing indeed puts us into the single impunty regime, while a good single crystal surface with 
long range order requires a treatment within the PAM. 

Lack of Scaling with T, of the Near-E, Features 

scaling of the various spectral properties with hybndiution and hence T, , the uruversal 
parameter. In particular, the spectral weight, position, and width of the KR is predicted to 
increase with T,. Whle instrument resolution has been insufficient in the past to deal prop- 
erly with the position and width of the 4f5 feature, researchers have concentrated on the 
spectral kveight. Allen et. al. [1%6] were first to find a relationshlp between T, and spectral 
weight of the near-& features, although the limited resolution of the early research did not 
aliow a quantitative comparison to theory. 

Patthey et. al. [ 19901 published a monumental paper on the application of the SIM to 
spectral properties of Ce and Yb heavy fermions. For the first bme they performed high 
resolution (AE = 30 meV) systematic experiments on a number of materials with T,'s rang- 
ing from less than 10 K for CeCu, to about 300K for a-Ce, observing the trends in the near- 
E& spectral weight. They obtalned their data using He1 and He11 radiation, using the differ- 
ence cun'es obtained by subtracting the spectra obtained at two different photon energies. 
More importantly, they also performed model calculations using NCA at the appropnate 
temperatures to  compare to the results and found excellent agreement. 

Jolce et. al. [ 1993~1, by contrast, pointed out that b\ using high quality single crys- 
(;LIS thcre o b h n s  an amuing similarity between all Ce hea\j  fermion spectra, regardless of 
T,. This can be seen in Fig. 4 (Arko et. al., 10971 where spectra for 7 Ce heavy fermions 
(including tno directions for CeBe,,) are plotted. Indeed, one observes the interesting effect 
that \pectrd ditfercnces with momentum within the same crystal (CeBe,,) are in fact larger 
than diftercnces between matenals whose T,'s differ by as much as 2 orders of magnitude 
(more o n  that later). All the spectra in Fig. 4 were taken at a photon energy of 120 eV whch 
roughl! corresponds to the 46 absorption edge and thus resonantly enhances the 4f emission. 
Thc cncrgq rcsolution in each casc is about 90 rneV. All spectra reprcscnt raw data csccpt in 
the case ot CcCu,Si, it here the spectrum at anti-resonance (hv = 113 eV) has been subtracted 
from the resonance spectrum in order to eliminate the very strong Cu-3d emission. In Fig. 4 
one should further note that CeA1, and CeSi, are cleaved poly-crystal specimens so that the 
poI~-crq.stal effect discussed above IS not unilrersal (but common). The normalization of the 
spectra in Fig.4 is to the t" peak mawma at -3 to -3 eV,  except for CeBe,, ( 110) tvhere the l* 
pcak is clwlq much smaller than that for CeBe,, (loo), and it just is not obvious whch 
maximum is the true bulk t" (this is further discussed below). While nearly all the spectra in 
Fig. 4 represent 4f and 5d Ce emission only (due to the nearly negligible ligand emission), in 
the case of CeR2+,( 1 11) and Ce,Pt,Sb, there is also substantial Pt-5d emission so that the 1'' 
peak intensities should be ignored for these. To the list of spectra in Fig. 4 one should also 

Perhaps the single most important prediction of the GS and NCA models is that of': 



Fig. 4 PES spectra for several Ce heavy femons  with TK's ranging fron = 1 E= to = 400 E=. Note the lack 
of scaling of the If, with T, Two dfferent directions are shown for CeBe,,. 

Fig. 5 Overlay of CeBe,, ( 1  10) spectrum with CePt,,, (001) spectrum after subtracting backgrounds (from 
.bndrews et al. [1995aj. The calculated GS spectrum approximates the parameters for CeBe,,. 

.. 
add a-Ce (TK = 800K, Weschke et. ai., [1991]) and CeB, (TK = 10K, Kalzaki, [1995]) 
Ivhich likewise exhlbit spectra nearly identical to those in Fig.4. 

Irrespective of the precise normalization of the data in Fig. 4, the interesting fact 
emerges that the spectral weights of the 4fji2 features are more or less constant for all maten- 
ais, or at least do not monotomcally increase with T,. Whle the 90 meV resolution precludes 
any firm conclusions about the widths and positions of the 4fSi2, it has little effect on the 
broad 4f7 peaks so that their peak amplitudes relative to P need no deconvolution. One is 
forced to the conclusion that there is no monotonic scaling of the 4f5,2 spectral weights with 
T, relative to the f' peak. This lack of scaling cannot be blamed, as has been discussed above 
[Joqce and Arko, 1993a], on inclusion of f2 intensity originating from finite U,effects, since 
the fz DOS, if present, is broad and featureless and hence cannot change the relative ampli- 
tudes. Nor can one resort to a lowering of the 4fj,? degeneracy to N, = 3 by the introduction 
of tu'o additional cvstal field levels, since, as agam shown by Joyce and Arko [1993a], even 
in the presence of these C F  states the GS and NCA models predict a scaling of the 4fj!2 spec- 
tral neipht n%h T,. The nearly constant and much too broad (relative to GS) width of the 
4f, has been attnbuted by Patthey et. al. [ 19931 to lifetime broadening. Even if this were the 
case, such broadening will not affect the spectral weight so that the inevitable conclusion of a 
lack ol scaling ivith T, remains a reality. 

To underscore the lack of scaling still further ive point out the amazing similanty in 
F i g 3  bctn cen CeBe,, (1  10) {T, = 400K) and the spectrum for Ce&+T (1 11) {T, = 10K). 
In  Fig. 20  the companson is somewhat less stnking than actuality because of the strong Pt- 
5d cmi\cion in the region of the peak. For a better companson one must first subtract out 
the non-Ce portion of the CePt,,, ( 1  11) spectrum by subtracting the hv = I12 eV spectrum 
(anti-resonance) from the hv = 130 eV spectrum (resonance). For CeBe,, the intensity at 113 
eV IS negligible. The two cun'es are o\.erlaid in Fig. 5 (normalized at the 4fS,, peak), with the 
secondarq backgrounds also remoted. With the exception oC the shft in the F' peak the two 
cunes overlay almost exactly. The region of the Ce-Sd emission (between -0.5 eV and -2 
cV) also wcrlays if the fa peaks are removed. T h s  type of agrcement is astounding when onc 
considers that there is a factor o f  40 difference in T,'s. Moreover, the CePt,+,( 11 1) spectrum 
\\as taken at 120K Ivhere the KR should have been of negligible intensity. On the basis of  
thc singlc crystal data, then, it ~vould be difficult to reach a conclusion other than one of a 
total lack ot scaling o f  the Fpectral \!*eight with T,. 

The thin lined spectrum in Fig.5 is a GS calculation mith parameters approslmatelq 
matching CeBe,, (i.e., W = 10 eV, U,= 14 eV, T, = 400 K), smoothed to match the instru- 



ment resolution, and normall& in such a nay that the total area o f  the calculated Lorent/lan 
atchcs the total area of the measured Gaussian f" peak in CeBe,,. The mismatch IX 

While better fits can be obtained n,ith different parameters such as a jmaller CV. 
these are difllcult t o  justicy. The nxith of the conduction band used abobe (10 eV) maj in 
fact be e\ en conm-\aii\e since eyxnmentally i t  peaks at about -8 eV. Also, there are no Cc 
nearest neighbor\ in CcBe,, so that the 4f electron can only hybndize with the Be conduction 
band. 
The f-level Occupancy, nr 

I t  can alrcady be sccn in Fig. 5 that the spectral tvcight ratio W,=f'/fo in CcBe,, is too 
large relati\ c t o  a calculation; indeed, about a factor of 3.5 too large. The discrepancy must 
then be e\ en larger for CePt, 2. This indicates that the calculated f-occupancy nf o f  the bare f- 
l c ~ ~ c l  at = -3.5 cV is much larger than measured. One can, of course vary the parameters 
(pnmanly increase the hybridization) until calculation matches experiment, but ths t i  111 in- 
crease T, to ialues incommensurate ivith the thermodynamic quantities. Obtatning a good fit 
for one compound by varying parameters says very little about the neassary systematics. 
Basically, the lack of scaling seen in Fig.5 implies that the n, in Ce compounds does not 
change very dramatically with T,. T h s  is totally at odds with the SIM expcctations. 

The f-level occupancy is best studied in Yb compounds where it becomes the hole 
occupancy rather than electron occupancy, and where GS theory places the KR centroid on 
the occupied side of the Fermi energy. Here the integrated intensities of the f13 (trivalent) and 
f 1 4  (divalent) portions of the photoemission spectrum are expected to be directly related to the 
f hole occupancy, nP by the relation 

where I(f") represents an integral spectral weight of the f" feature. One of the best com- 
pounds for this study is YbA1, where the AI states yield almost no photocurrent, thus making? : 
i t  relatively easy to subtract the background and to delincatc the trivalent and divalent (bulk) 
intensities. An early study for ths material [Oh, 19931 was an XPS study where direct inte- 
gration yielded nf = 0.65 which is far lower than expect& for a material having T, = 400K. 
Indeed this places it well into the mixed valent regime, outside the range of the validity of 
NCA. Tjeng et. al. 119931 later utilized the temperature dependence of the 4f,12 level and 
obbncd an n,value of 0.85 whch is in exact agreement with NCA predictions [Bickers et. 
al., 19871. However, using the temperature dependence is difficult at best. The assumption is 
made that all of the temperature dependence of the 4f,t2 is due to Kondo effect. With no effort 
made to dclineatc the effects of a 300K Fermi function combined with thermal broadening, 
this assumption seems tenuous at best. Additionally the choice of backgrounds in that study 
is somew hat questionable. Since the non-4f,,, (bulk) background in the polycrystalline sam- 
ples was assumed to comprise more than 80% of the signal, one can see how even in the case 
of  correct assumptions regarding temperature dependence, small errors in the choice of back- 
ground can yield huge errors in the temperature dependence. 

The most reliable method for determining n, would seem to be direct integration of the 
dii alcnt and tnialcnt features in a matenal where the background is relatively small. Toward 

n, = I( f13)/ [I(fI3)+ 131 14(f14)] 

I3g. 6 SPS and LPS (hv = 120 eV) spectra !or YbX1, taken at T = 20 E; to detemne any 
dlferences in signal due to escape depth. Searly identical values of n, were obmned by Ch- 
rect integration alter separating out the background and surface leatures as shown 



thi4 end Joqce et. al. {196]  and Andreus et. al. [1994) analqzed YbAI, spectra both from 
XPS LLS n ell as UPS and came up i\ ith \slues basically agreeing n ith the 1 irst in\ cstlgation 
ot Oh 119931. Thij is shown in Fig6 uhere the delineation into background and surhce 
components 14 dw illustrated. Similar analyses for YbCu,Si, yielded [Andrew et. ai., 1994 
and J q c e  et. al., 19961 nearly the identical \dues despite the fact that YbCu,Si, has a T, of 
only 35K. an order of magnitude lower than YbAI,. All of these values are totally out of the 
range ot hCA [didit] and clearly belong to the mixed valence regime. While there remans 
some question as to it hether the photoclectron cross sections for the f i 3  and f L 4  states arc 
identical (a nccessarq condition in order to compare intensities), the fact that identical n, ial- 
ues arc obtained at both XPS cnergics as ne11 as near hv = 100 cV tvould suggcst that the 
photoclcctron cross sections of the fI3 and f I 4  states are at least very similar if not identical. 
Thus direct integration of the spectra to obmn nr Lvould seem preferable to the method of 
Tjcng ct. al. [1993]. 

PAM calculations indicate that the ratio of the f' to f" (or, the divalent to triLalent in 
Yb  compounds) spectral weights is substantially larger when calculated within the PAM than 
when calculated ivithin the SIM. It tvould seem that the trends predicted by the PAM arc 
much more consistent with the espenmental spectra obtained from single crystals. 

There is no question about the fact that the n, values obtained from PES are dramati- 
d 1 y  in disagrcement with those obhncd from bulk properties as well as those obtained from 
X-ray absorption edge studies. Whle it is our contention that we must resort to a different 
model, such as the PAM, to resolve this discrepancy, a useful question to ask is whether 
photoemission measures the same matenal as is measured in L, studies. In particular, is it 
possible that owing to its surface sensitivity a PES study does not probe the bulk but rather 
only a surface or a sub-surface layer whose nf is dramatically different from the bulk. Such a 
sccnario lvould render PES useless and would breathe new life into SIM. 

But let us look at all possibilities. The esistence of a surface layer is not in question. 
Moreover it is clear that in Ce compounds the surface tends to be trivalent while in Yb com- 
pounds it is divalent. But ivhile it is easy to delineate a surface feature and separate it from 
bulk electromc structure, a thick subsurface has never yet been reported in any system 
known to us (thin subsurfaces may be preset in Yb compounds as evidenced by multiple 
surface features). If it were to exist in one system, the likelihood of its existence in other 
systems is high, making PES useless as a bulk probe. Fortunately, escellent agreement be- 
tween calculated and PES-derived electronic structure is often reported. Indeed, most calcu- 
lations suggcst that only about 3 atomic layers below the surface are sufficient to obtain thc 
bulk electronic structure. 

But let us say for the sake of argument that a sub-surface layer may exist only in 
strongly correlated f-electron systems. Immediately we can rule it out in Ce compounds since 
studies at photon energies as high as 3 KeV show only bulk and surface states with no thrd 
lajer. Such a sandwich would in any case be preposterous for Ce heavy fermion compounds 
since it would require a tnvalent surfce, a strongly mixed valent sub-surface, and again a 
nearly tnialent bulk. We can also rule it out in purely tnvalent as well as purely divalent Yb 
compounds since PES measurements yield the required purely trivalent (YbBe,,) or purely 
dit dent ( Y  bSn,) spectra. It would be pathological that a sub-surface would exist only in 
mi\eci \:dent Yb compounds, but that is all that we are left with. Even here we see from the 
prc\ i o u 4  \ection that scraping of a surface only affect the divalent portion of the spectrum - 
I.c., the cvherent bands, uith little effect on the tnvalen spectrum. 

But  let us go turther and assume that nature is indeed that pathological. Since the q 
\ dues obtuned at XPS energies are the Same as those obtaned at lower photon energies, this 
.suggcstb that the dcsircd sub-surface must be at least of the order 100 A thck othemise the 
larger escape depth at XPS energies would begin to probe the supposed true bulk and yield 
different nf \dues.  On the other hand it must not be so thck as to constitute a significant 
percentage of the probing depth in & edge studies where-a sub-surface has never been 
obserired (again pathological). But the real question to be asked is the following: If  a single 
crjstal compound is cleaed in-situ at about 30 K, what is the driving force which causes this 
=lOOA thick layer to form instantly, and why is the LEED pattern representabve of the bulk 
\tructure'! Certainly there are no dangling bonds as on the surface. The answer remains elu- 
si\ e. 

One is forced to the conclusion that there esists no sub-surface and that the measured 
nr txlues are real. The disagreement kvith L, studies remains unresolved. Perhaps tire should 
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Icwk t o  problems associated nith & edge measurements rather than PES mcasurcmcnts, 
particularf) in \ ICR of the problems uneovcrcd rcccntly i~ ith bandividths. 

Temperature Dependence 
General Considerations: The determination of the temperature dependence of  the 

near-E, lcaturc in hew) fermion compounds is perhaps the most difficult cupenment to 
accomplish correctl). E L U - ~  matenal ( a c n  Cu, [Matzdorf, 19931) displays a tempcraturc 
dependence t o  wme degree in its electronic structure, and it is difficult to determine N hether 
the beha\ ior obsen ed is due to conventional effects of lattice contraction and phonon broad- 
ening, or n hcthcr i t  is due to thc unconicntional bchavior prcdictcd by the NCA. 

The difficult) of  the evpenment has precluded much investigation in this arena out- 
side the single crystal kvork of Joyce et. al. Indeed, in ply-crystalline matenals the only PES 
studies are on CcSi, [Patthey et. al., 19871, YbA1, [Tjcng ct. al., 19931 and YbAgCu, 
[Weibel et. al., 19931, while some BIS data exist for CeSi, makerre et. al., 1993a; Gnoni 
et. al, 19931 and CePd, [Malterre, et. ai., 1992bl. In each of the above studies it w’as deter- 
mined that the tempcraturc dcpendcncc of thc near-& feature follows thc single impunty 
model exactly. However, they all have in common the fact that the surfaces are those of 
scraped poly-crystals. Moreover, there is the ever present problem of the choice of‘ a back- 
ground whch can be varied by more than a factor of two thus leading to nearly any dcsircd 
result. In none of the experiments ab0T.e was the background determined from measurements 
of related La or Lu compounds to properly delineate first the non-f contribution, and second, 
the contribution due to the ever present surface components. In general, thc background is 
grossly over estimated with the assumption that all the spectral intensity at the valley immedi- 
atcly bclow the near-& peak (i.c., all spectral weight at = -0.2 cV in Fig. 23) is duc to back- 
ground. By drawing a horizontal line between this valley and the Fermi energy and calling it: ~ 

background perhaps half of the 4f,,, peak intensity is eliminated. Clearly th s  will exaggerate 
any temperature dependence. 

Fig 7 SC.\ calculations at three different temperatures for three matenals discussed here. Surface states are 
not modeled bj SC.1 The parameter used arc. (IhlgCu,) T, = 100 E;, Cff = z, 1%’ =6.0 CY, D, = 1 29 cV,  
ef = 1 0 e\, CF staes - none, G = 0 0-5462 eV (I-bCu,St,) TK = K) eV, = m. W ~ 6 . 0  eV, Dx, = 1 29 
e\ , e, = 1 0 e\‘, I),,, = 13. me\‘, D,, = 30 me\‘, Dcf7 = 80 meV, G = 0.0606 eV (YbAl,) T, = UK) E;, Lff 
= 2, I\’ = 1 0  0 e\ . D, = 1 39 e\’. et = 1 0 e\-, CF shes - none, G = 0 05856 e\’. 

Fig. 8 Expenmentally measured temperature dependence between 20 K and 80 K lor the three matenals calcu- 
lated In I:ig. 7 



Yb Compounds - Comparison to NCA: The NCA predictions (ccxle protided 
b! D. Co\) lor the temperature behavior of these malenals are shon n in Fig. 7 [lrom Jo! ce 
et. X I . ,  19961. Here the 4f, and 4f, features are shonm tvithout the omni-present surface 
states n hich cannot be modeled by NCA. The thrcc tcmpcratures for uhch  calculations mist 
are those moat ca511y accessible espenmentallq.. The parameters are giLen in the tigure cap- 
tion, but are chosen so as to approvimate the three rnatcnals and their respective T,’s. The 
data has also bccn smoothed tvith a 190 mcV Gaussian to match thc resolution of thc 
Y bCu.Si, data \hot \  n in the bottom frame of Fig. 8. In  all cases a large temperature depend- 
ence I: predicted. In  particular, note the large decrease in intensity betnreen 30 K and 80 K 
for Y bAgCu,, a matenal haling a T, in thc vicimty of 100 K.  

Bq contrast, Fig. 8 show that thc mcasurcd tcmpcrature depcndcncc bcttvccn 20K 
and 80K in 11 three materials [Blyth et. al., 19931 is almost nil, with the surface states usu- 
a114 shouing larger cffects than thc bulk states. Herc thc YbAgCu, spccimcn \vas a coarsc 
grarncd poly crystal clcaL-ed in-situ. The rcsults contrast sharply with the measurements of 
Malterre et. al. [ 199%] who reported a large temperature effect in YbAgCu, between 30K 
and 80K. Again, honwcr, in vicw of thc supenonty of singlc crystal data (or at least clcavcd 
vs scrapcd surfaccs) morc Lvcight is givcn to results from clcavcd surfaces, thc scrapcd poly- 
crystal data having too many uncertainties. Indeed, Arko et. al. [unpublished] observed that 
scraping their YbAgCu, surfacc totally dcstroys the 4f712 and 4f,,, bulk pcaks Fvhlch ncre 
prcscnt on thc same spccimcn \vhcn thc surfacc \vas prcparcd by cleaving. The intensities 
slowly recover with time and a temperature dependence can be observed below 80 K, but the 
surfacc composition prcparcd in this fashion surcly is no longer representativc of the starting 
material. 

Above 80K a substantial tcmpcrature dcpcndcncc is usually observed even in singlc 
crystal Yb heavy fermions, albeit not always. Spectral weight changes ranging from 0% to.. .. 
about 15% are common. Joyce et. ai. [ 1992~1 suggested already in connection with CeSi, 
data of Patthcy ct. al. 119871 that onc should considcr thcrmal broadening as a sourcc of 
temperature dcpcndcncc. In rcply it \vas pointed out patthcy ct. al., 19931 that while core 
level phonon broadening can be understood within the Franck-Condon model, the near-% 
featurcs in hcavy fermions should not couple to thc phonons owing to the well-scrccncd 
condition of these states. Nevertheless, phonon broadening is observed in the valence bands 
of many matcrials, cvcn in cxccllcnt mctals like Cu watzdorf ct. al., 19931, where the 
screening is cxpected to be good. Thus, while not entirely understood, phonon broadening IS 
an existing fact and must be considered. In CeSi, Joyce et. al. [ I 9 9 3 1  estimated the magni- 
tudc of thc broadcning (about 100 mcV) from the broadening of thc Si-2p corc lcvcls. While 
this is certainly not espected to be identical to the Ce states, it should serve as a first order 
approiimation. In Yb compounds the phonon broadening was estimated from a measurement 
of pure Y b metal, and found to be of the order of 130 meV added in quadrature. 

ln’ig. 9 Simulated temperature dependem of a fitted l.bA13 spectrum A 12.9’’ spectral 
5% eight loss IS simulated for the 4’- peak and none tor the U; peak although the latter 
appears t o  hat e lost spectral weight due to hroadewng. 



A i w m i n g  that a similar 130 meV broadening occur? in heal 4 lermion compound\ 
tt here the 31- , is ~ ~ i t h i n  30 to 30 mcV of the Fermi energy, one can then simulatc the effect 
[of. the Fermi Linction on the 4f7 , intensitj [Joyce et. al., 19961. This is done In Fig. 9 H here 
fits to the bulk. d i ~  alent 4f peaks of Fig. 38 (].e. ,  the bulk 4f7 . and 4fi ,) measured at 30K are 
broadened b) 130 meV in quadrature and contoluted N ith a j0OK Fermi function. The md- 
dle lrdmc \ h o t \ \  the effect near the Fermi energy using a 45 meV expenmental rcsolution, 
\ihile the bottom tmme gi\es the same result n i th  100 meV expenmental resolution. The 
calculated ipectral ncight loss of the Yb-4f; peak is about 15% ~khich is actually larger than 
thc o b w t  ed result. Thus the broadening in compounds is perhaps somewhat less than 130 
mcV, indeed moct likely closcr to 100 mcV as found [Joycc ct. al., 1993~1 in CcSi,. I t  is 
important to note from the bottom frame of Fig. 9 that giccn some degrce of data scatter one 
could never unambiguously distinguish between peak broadening and spectral Lveight loss, 
although a careful subtraction of thc backgrounds often yiclds a zcro wight loss for thc Yb 
4f5 c\.en in the presence of a 10% weight loss for the Yb-4f7 t. In Fig. 37 no data analysis is 
needed to see this effect. 

Thcrmal broadcning and Fcrmi function cffccts work ~vcll for Cc compounds as ivcll, 
but space does not permit a detailed examination. 

YbInCu,: A Singular Test of the Single Impurity Model 
Y bInCu4 proiidcs the bcst opportunity to date for testing the predictions of the SIM. 

Not only is it an Yb compound where the Kondo features (in the Kondo limit) are on the 
occupied side of the Fermi energy, but also it undergoes an isostructural phase transition at 
T, = 43 K n.ith a 0.5% volumc rcduction bclow ths  tcmperature. I t  Lvas inikally suspected 
that this is the Yb analogue of the Ce Kondo volume collapse, but it quickly became apparent’ ’ 
(Laivrcncc ct al. ?) that subtle changcs in the density of states wcrc responsible for the phase 
transition. Nonetheless, within the SIM framework the Kondo temperature changes at the 
transition from a value of = 35 K above T,, to a value of = 400 K below T,. T h s  more than 
an order of magnitude change in TK allotvs for easy testing of the NCA predictions Lvithin the 
same material. In particular one can measue: nF temperature dependence of spectral weight, 
linewidths and their changes predicted by NCA, peak position shifts, etc. In particular, nr 1s 
expected to change from a value of about 0.8 below T, to a value >0.9 above T,, the intrinsic 
linewidth should narrow by an order of magmtude above T,, the peak position of the spin- 
orbit peak (as well as the K, whose exact position is complicated by the Fermi function) 
should shift toward 

In Fig. 10 are shown a series of spectra at 45 meV resolution for temperatures nng- 
ing from 30 K to 300 K, thus covenng adequately the T ,  region. Even a cursory visual in- 
spcction rcieals that there cannot possibly be an order of magnitude change in the spectral 
w i g h t  of the bulk features above and below T,. Joyce et al. (1988) hake carefully measured 
thc n, at 80 I( (abocc T,) and found a value of 0.5, far below the expected kalue of > 0.9 
eyxcted trom NCA. Below T,. this value decreases to about 0.4. Immediately, too, one can 
4ce that there IS no shift at all in the SO peak position. 

i t  I \  pcndicallj suggested that that the surface sensitivity of PES measurcmcnts 
n ould render these results useless if  a thick sub-surface layer prevents electron escape from 
the true hulk into the vacuum. In  that instance we would be seeing perhaps a thick sub- 
\u i f cc  H how T, I S  much larger than thc bulk and u here no transition occurs at T,. We habc 
dread> hinted that such a thck sub-surface layer tvould have to be pathological to Yb com- 
pound\. Further there is absolutely no ecidence for its existence except for the disagreement 
n i th  SIM. A t hn  (one atomic lalcr) sub-surface in Yb compounds is a possibility owing to 
the ob\er\ ation o f  set en1 surf‘ace states, but in all cases the bulk is clearly visible. We sug- 
gest that i t  is not the PES measurement that is in error, but rather the SIM and possibly L, 
cdge studies.. 

I t  is easy to err t%rhen analynng PES data. In order to measure the spectral weight of 
the near-& features, a straight line background (used, e.g., by Tjeng et al., 1993) is often 
employed to climinrttc the non-f portion of the spectral weight. T h s  is shown as thc dotted 
line in Fig. 10. But the real background can only be obmned by measunng a corresponding 
Lu compound under idenhd conditions. In that case the non-bulk, non-4f portion of the 
bpcctrum corresponds to thc thick gray cunc  in thc 30 K spcctmm of Fig. 10. Thus thc 
L‘Tjcng” background arbitrarily eliminates as much as 50% of the true bulk spectral weight ot 

by 40 meV above T, . 



Fig. 10 Normal emission ARPES spectra for Yb1nCu-C at indicated temperatures. The SO intensity is T- 
independent above 50 K. Graj curi’e in 20 K spectrum accounts for surface features and non-f states, md 1s 

thus the best estimate of the background. Straight line background is shown for cornpanson. 

Fig. 1 1  
independent abote the bulk transition. Peak heights are measured from the straight line background. 

Comparison of 4t5 and 4f- intensities analyzed by two methods. Inte,mted intensities are TI . 

the 4f, (shaded area) and leads to an erroneously enhanced temperature dependence. The 
error is compounded ivhcn n o  cun’c fitting employed to get the integrated spectral ncight. 
Instead, only peak heights are measured from this background. 

Even emplying curve fitting and a correct background, to get the true 4f7,2 spectral 
it eight rcquircs tahng into account the effect of the Fermi function and thcremal broadening. 
E1u-y researcher, but we, has ignored this non-tnvial effect. For ths reason we suggest that 
it is actually easier to measure the weight of the 4f5,, peak where thermal broadening effects 
are less significant, and there is no Fermi function to deai with. Indccd, simple peak height 
analysis is almost sufficient as shown in Fig. 11. Here we present intensity data at l’anous 
temperatures for both the 4f7 and the SO peaks, analyzed both from simple peak heights 
(using the Tjeng background) as me11 as by integrating fitted peaks. Clearly a peak height 
anal!, sis using a Tjeng background o\’erestimates the temperature dependence of the 4f, , by 
about 12O‘X. E\en the integrated intensity analysis for the 4f7,2 in Fig. 11 is not yet correct 
m c c  L ~ C  haic not taken the Fermi function into account. It is best to consider the amplitude 
dependence ot the 4t , or the SO peak, in Fig. 11 since ths is not complicated by the Fermi 
tunction. Yon \\e see that peak height analysis and integration yield .r’ery similar results. 
Indccd, u L‘ Iinci that there is almost no temperature dependence above T,, nith all the tem- 
perature dependence below T, being due to the phase transition itself and not to SIM phe- 
nomena. 

I t  15 impcx-tant to note that u e  are seeing the bulk transition in the 4f5,, peak, so that 
the idea 01 a sub-surface bvith a single T, larger than the bulk, is of necessity eliminated. I t  
\\ as a preposterous idea in any case. 

Thc high resolution of the data and narrom lineshapes of the YbInCu, data allon. 
more comparisons to SIM. In  Fig. 13 \\e o\.erlay the 30 K and 300 K spectra after removing 
the surface and non-f contnbutions via the background shown in Fig. 10. We have alreadj 
pointed out  (Joqcc et al., 19%) that the 300 K spectral weights are at least an order of mag- 
nitude too large relatne to SIM predictions. But e\’en more information is to be obtained. By 
normali/ing the 200 K spectrum at the SO peak height of the 20 K spectrum n e  find that the 
200 K data is actuallj substiintiall) broader than the 20 K data. A con\ olution ‘i\ ith a 90 meV 
Gaussian is needed to make the 30 K FWHM equal to the 300 K FWHM. This is elactlq 
opposite to SIM predictions n here a line narron ing of an order of magnitude is needed tor 



I*.ig. 12 Divk,-nt bulk 4f peaks at 20 K and 200 K after subtracting off background. 
Thin-lined spectrum is 200 K spectrum normalized at peak of 20 E; SO intensity. Note 
that 200 E; spectrum IS broader than 20 E; spectrum, contrary to SIM expectations where 
thermal broadening is not included. 

the 300 K data. On the other hand, the 90 meV thermal broadening is almost exactly what we: 
have bccn claiming all along for the 4f7 fcaturc in Yb compounds, and the 4f5,, feature in Ce 
compounds. Whether this broadening is due to phonons or to PAM effects is not delineated, 
but it is a fact of life. 

To sum up, it is clear that in YbInCu4 we are seeing true bulk phenomena along with 
surface features. The measured nf for the low-T, region (above T,) is =Z 0.5 vs the expected 
0.9, thc spectral Lvcight is at lcast an order of magnitude too large, there is no peak shft at the 
phac;e transition where a 40 meV shift is predicted, thermal broadening effcets go opposite to 
SIM predictions but are precisely in line with our previous observations. Analysis of the 4fjI2 
peak is preferred to the 44 owing to no interference from the Fermi function. 

Momentum Dependent Effects 
Pcrhaps thc strongcst argument in favor of a model which includes the periodic latticc 

is the observation of momentum dependent effects at temperatures far above the Kondo tem- 
perature. The PAM allows for such an electronic structure. By contrast, within GS and NCA 
thc KR and its sidebands are a dispersionless feature [Bickers et. al., 19871, indeed a ther- 
mo<i\namic quantity ot' a matenal, uhose properties (i.e., the width, position in energy, 
spectral iveight, etc.) are essentially determined by the value of T,. True enough, at low 
temperatures i t  is agreed that therc is band formation once coherence sets in (after all, the de 
Haas-\ an 4lphen effect has been observed by numerous times ([Lonzarich [ 19881, Spring- 
t'ord and Reinders [ I%%]), but the dispersion must be of the order T,, and then only at T cc 
T,, o r  belo\% thc so-called coherence temperature. The rnanifestatlon of angle dependent 
etl.ects, particularly tf these evist at T >> T,, then, would represent a senous disagreement 
n ith NCA. 

CePt,,, Amplitude Modulations: Just such angle dependent effects have been 
reported bq Andrews et. a l  first in CePt,+,(O<xu<l) [Andrews et. ai., 1995a], and later in 
CeSbz [Andrews et. al., 1995b] and CeBe,, [Andrews et. al., 19961. The data for CePt,,, 
are shon n in Fig. 13 n here the amplitude of the near-% feature is seen to undergo periodic 
amplitude modulation, the pen& of uhich coincides exactly uith the inverse latttce. The 
insets indicate the positions in the lathe (surface projection of the Brillouin zone) where the 
i anous spectra i t  erc taken, ts hile the angles are measurcd with respect to the surface normal 
(i.e., the r-point). Verq large effects are obserked, which bring into question the thermodj- 
namic nature of the near-&. feature. The data were taken at resonance (photon energy = 120 
eV) at a tcmperaturc of 120 K using a VSW HA50 angle resolved analyzer with a 2" accep- 
tance cone and about 90 meV energy resolution. The data IS  hghly reproducible. 



Fig. 12 CePt,,, AWES spectra at the inhated point in the Brillouin zone. Note that 
the U5 amplitude shows amplihide variations exactly periodic with Brillouin zone. 

The Gee,, sample was prepared in-situ by evaporating Ce onto a R (111) single 
crqstal. Analysis nith LEED and XPS [Tang et. al., 19931 as well as comparison of Pt-4cl 
intensities of the in-situ grown specimen to arc melted poly-crystals, determined the cornpo- 
sition to be most likely CePt, 2, with the value of x determined to within o<x<l. Bulk prop- 
crtj mcllsurements on arc melted specimens with compositions behveen CeR, and Cept, 
indicated very similar properties throughout the composition range so that the inexact deter- 
mination o f  Y is irrelevant to the physics. The Kondo temperatures were found to be less than 
30K for ail compositions, with the magnetic susceptibility showing Curie- Weiss behavior 
down to 20K. From bulk property measurements one would conclude that the matenals are 
ncarl! tnvalent so that it is all the more surprising that such an intense KR is observed at T = 
120 K .  

I t  IS significant that the amplitude modulation effects are seen primarily in the KR. 
Indeed, in the figure the data have been normalized to the peak value of the spin-orbit peak, 
thc Cc-dt, z. Because the amplitude modulation is seen primarily in the KR it rules out pho- 
toelectron diltraction as the source of the amplitude effect, since the orbital symmetry and the 
atomic point o f  ongin of both features is identical, while the lunetic energies of the pho- 
ttxmittcd electrons from the two features arc likcivisc ncarly identical. From photoelectron 
dill raction both peaks would be expected to undergo similar amplitude modulation. Moreo- 
ver, photoelectron diffraction effects are not necessarily periodic with the inverse lattice, but 
arc rather a gcomctnc cffcct [Fadfcy, 19871 which yields maximum amplitude from fonvard 
scattcnng around madang atoms near the surface (the fonvard flashlight). The observation of 
dispersion in some systems in any case points to Bloch states. 

In thcir first papcr o n  thc subjcct Andrew et. al. {1995a] interpreted thc amplitudc 
ctfect as resulting from the dispersion of an estremely narrow band above E$. They showed 
that the effect can easily be accounted for if a Lorentian feature, derived from a very flat 
band about 30 meV below &, disperses to just above the &. The dispersion itself I\ as not 
obsenxble owing as much to the large natural linewidth (= 100 meV) as to instrument reso- 



lu t ion .  In wbsequent matenals studied there appears to be actual e\ idence for disper.;ion (\ee 
beloit) but curpn\ingi> in a directm opposite to  thalassumed bq Andrew$ el. al. [ i995al. 

The temperature at which the measurements were taken (T, = 130 K) is a most im- 
portant factor in soliing the heal> fermion puzzle. For CePt,+\ n'e see that the measunng 
temperature 15 IC?  high, 6T, < T, < lOT,. Based on NCA, the KR and any possible side- 
bands should no1 eLen evst at 10TK, much less be ehibiting Bloch state behakior nluch 
4hould ha! c been ctb\en able on11 at T,,, << T,. 

Fig. 14 Digitized and replotted data of Gamier et aI. (1997) which strongly suggest (left 
panel) dispersion of both the If,, and If- features. Arrows indicate apparent peak posi- 
tions. The double arrow for 8 = 6 '  derives from the uncertanity of the peak position. The 
right panel is a blowup of the near-& region. 

Observation of Dispersion: Superb confirmation of the above results was re- 
ported in a rcccnt publication (Garnicr, ct al., 1997) in whch the reported resolution n.as 5 
meV and the data were taken at 40.8 eV photon energy. While the authors reported that no 
dispersion nas e\,ident, a replotting o f  the data in Fig. 14 suggests that one could reach dif- 
ferent conclusions. Indeed, if the feature at - 100 meV in the 8 = 6" spectrum can be consid- 
ered as 4f-derived, then there exists about 100 meV of dispersion. The double arrow on ths 
fcature at 8 = 6" signifies the unccrtanity of the esact peak position, but irrespective of the 
esact position it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the peak disperses. Indeed, not only the 
4f, but also the 4f, is sees to strongly disperse in the left panel of Fig. 14. A blowup of the 
-If5 d ipmion  is bhown in thc nght panel. The obsened dispersion is surprisingly close to 
the predictions ot the PAM which suggest that the 4f band crosses 5 away from a symmetry 
direction tnd loses f-character as i t  disperses below &. In Fig. 14 the most intense 4f peak is 
obtruncd at 8 = 3" (away from (1 11)) and is nearly totally attenuated at 8 = 6" Fvhere it is 
found below h. At normal emission the 4f5 intensity is consistent with a peak just above & 
. All these obsertations are entirely consaistent with the PAM predictions in which 4f-band 
dispersion is much larger than T,, persist to very high temperatures, and crosses E& away 
from sqmmatry points in acubic lattice. 

Dispersion in CeSb2: Amplitude modulation of the Ce-4f5,, is seen to some de- 
gree in nearly cvery single crystal Ce heavy fermion investigated, but direct evidence for 
dispersion requires better energy and momentum resolution. An especially cruc~al feature is a 
mirror-like cleaved surface without which all dispersion can be washed out. The intensity of  
the Ce-4f5 as well as the strength of the amplitude modulations correlates more strongly 
n.ith cqstalline perfection than tilth T,, with the most perfect single crystals qielding the 
most intense KR's. Indeed, an intense Ce-4f5 peak is observed in CeSb,, a layered maknd 
11 ith a ferromagnetic transition at 10 K hch implies that T, < 10 K. Amplitude modulation 
was first reported by Andrcivs et al. (1994). Subsequently (Arko et al., 1997), data at lowcr 



Fig. 15 CeSb, .AKPES spectra along two directions in the Brillouin zone, but both starting at (001). In (a) 
the dispersion is below EF: and the -If intensity rapidly diminishes as the band takes on d-character. In (b) the 
dispersion is above E, with only minor diminnution of 4f intensity, consistent with the PA.Cf. 

t: 

cncrgics and T = 30K rc\xxilcd about 35 mcV of dispersion, with behavior amazingly similar 
to that found in Fig. 14. The left panel of Fig. 15 shows A W E S  data at 45 eV photon cn- 
crgy, and nt ccc that as thc pcak dispcrscs away from E& it rapidly loses intcnsity as thc f- 
character is diminished and replaced by d-character (according to the PAM). On the other 
hand, if the dispersion is toward E$ (Fig. 41b), the 4f5,, intensity is only slightly diminished 
as the 4f band disperses just abo1.e & and flattens out, leaving the tail on the cxcupied side. 
This tlattened region can be identified with the KR as in the SIM, though it persists far above 
?l- 

1 ,. 
Similar dispersion has been obscrvcd also in CcBc,, (Andrcivs et al., 1996) but is not 

shonm hcre. 

Uranium Com pounds 
Measurements on high11 correlated single crystal uranium compounds again seem to 

point to a band nature of 5f electrons at T >> T,. Indications of ths were already evident in 
carlq publications of Arko et. al. [ 19831 in an angle resolved PES study of UIr, it,here evi- 
dcncc for slight dispersion of 5f statcs at 300 K [\as presented for the first time. In that paper 
di\per\ion nas  not considered unusual hobvever, since, just as in URh,, dHvA measure- 
ments [Arlio et. al., 1975, 19761 indicated a rather normal, transition-metal-like matenal with 
cl tccti\ e rn:i\\cs again no larger than 5 to 10. More intnguing n ere the indications of per!cdic 
ARPES .tnicturc [Arko et. al., 19901 in the 5f features of the heavy fermion material UPt, 
rne;i\urcCl at 300 K. Although in U Q  the near-E, 5f feature never showed measurable dts- 
pcr\icm, ~ t ’ \  \\ idth i t  as rcsolution limited (= 200 meV) ivhile it’s intensity imishcd near the 
ll-point in the heugonal lattice. Thus knowledge of the evistence of sharp 5f features having 
intcnsiticc pencdic with the inverse lattice in uratuum compounds even at 300 K was rival- 
able wmc timc ago, but t h s  information 11 as mostly o\ crlooked. 

Reccntlq single cqstal uranium compounds have been investigated [Arko et. al., 
19981 both at the resonant photon energy as well as at much lower photon energies here 
momentum and cncrgq rcsolution is substantiallj better. Eiidence for dispersion is ag in  
t ound. pnmaril! in materials having the most perfect cleaved surfaces. Here we will concen- 
trate on USb,, an antiferromagnet at 200 K, and UP&, a heavy Fermion with T, = 10 K .  
Vcrq rcccntlq 50 mcV of dispersion nas also found in UAsSe, a material claimed to displaq 
non-Fermi-liquid beha\ l or ,  but this data is still too fresh to include here. All data shon n were 
collected at T = 30 K, although data at higher temperatures exists. 

In  Fig. 16 tic prcscnt AWES data for USb, at lower photon cncrgicc. This matcnd 
e\hi bi ts a la) ered tctragonal structure ijzhich is ideal for A W E S  since the two-dimensional 



Fig. 16 
and B are Sf-den\ ed, based on hv - & v d m c e  

,\KPES spectra from a (100) surface of YSb, along the T-N diraction. Peaks A 

nature a1lo~i.s for band mapping n ithout the complication from the third dimension. A W E S  
data at h v  = 30 cV and T = 30K arc shown as a function of angle [Arko et. al., 19971 along,: 
the T-X direction. Two dispersive peaks labeled A and B are evident. Both peaks are unam- 
biguously 5f denved based on the photon energy dependence of the intensity, but peaks B 
appear to have substantial 6d-admixture, particularly as the binding energy incrcascs. The 
drqxx-sion of peak B 15 obvious and clearly 5f in nature, based on photon energy depend- 
ence. Indeed, this represents the first clear and unambiguous evidence of 5f dispersion. 

The dispersion of pcak A is smaller, of the order of 30 meV, though it is not ob\ ious 
from Fig,. 16. Indeed, peak A 19 nearly absent near r. Interestingly, band A disperses below 
E, as its intensity dccreases, which is similar to the effect seen in Ce heavy fermions above. 
This sharp near-& feature shous ~ e r y  little temperature dependence (except for Fermi func- 
tion coni olution), rimilar to the situation found in Ce and Yb compounds. 



Dispersion in Upt,: Since USbt is an anti-fenornagnet below 3OOK i t  Ica\cs 
some room l'or argument regarding the band nature of hca\,y fermions despite the l x t  thal 
one normall). clpects 3 magnetic state to eshibit greater localization. The nest logical step is 
lo Itxok lor c \  idcncc of dispersion and 5f band slates in uranium compounds n,hich, unlike 
antiferomagnctic USb,, are unambiguously heavy fermions - e.g., U&,. 

1 ) n 11s studied at lower photon cncrgics, at tcmperaturcs of 30 K and 80 K ,  
and the r c d t s  ;ire highl?. suggesti1.e ot. dispersion of the near-%. peak as seen in Fig. 17. 
Here the data \\ere taken at hv = 40 eV, resolution AE = 40-meV, and different angles rela- 
ti\.c to r, i.c., the surface norm51 in the Brillouin zone. . There is an obkxious amplitude effect 
just  as in Cc compounds. Note the complete 1.anishing of the near-&. peak bctnmn 3" and 
3.5" anaiyer angle. The drop in intensi t)' corresponds reasonablj, u.cll ivith band calculations 
which short. a narroiv band, located precisely at E$ at the r-point, dispersing above E;: at 
about 0.3&', or ,  just about So from I?. The peak at 3" from I? is dispersing tofvard the Fermi 
energy. The peaks beyond 5" are then probably due to different bands. The inset emphasizes 
the dispersion between the 1" and 3.5" data. It  is not certain that improved resolution will be 
able to separate out the additional bands since the natural linewidths may be largerthan the 
band separations, but it is nevertheless an experiment Ivorth doing. Data taken at 80 K essen- 
tially reproduces the 30K data. T h s  data clearly shofvs that most of thc LDA-derived band 
structure exists already above T,, except that the f-derived bands are flatter than predicted. 
This is totally consistent with the PAM predictions. 

U P t :  

CONCLUSIONS 
Nearly every recent measurement performed on Ce or U based single crystal hea1.y 

fermion compounds seems to pcmt to the existence of narrow f-electron bands for a nfidc 
range o f  temperatures. Yb compounds are less clear but are not totally inconsistent with this 
idea. The clearest evidence for bands is in uranium systems where actual dispersive bands 
bavc k e n  obsen,cd in USb, and Up5, as weli as suggestions of dispersion in UBe,,. Very 
recently 50 meV ot' 5f dispersion has also been found in UAsSe. In Ce compounds disper- 
sion has been observed in CePt,+x, CeSb,, nad CeBe,,, at temperatures far above T,. The 
feature commom to all thesc compounds is a mirror-like clcavcd surface. The least obvious 
are Yb cornpounds where the 4f PES features for all intents and purposes are indistinguish- 
able from core levels pinned at the Fermi energy, but with complications of surface states at 
lonw photon energies. Somc very rcccnt data on Y bCdCu,, not included in this paper, does 
actuallq provide the first hint of dispersion even in Yb compounds so that it appears that all 
sjstem may yet show some universal behavior. No mirror surfaces have been obtained in Yb 
compounds. In all cases the nr is far too low relative to SIM predictions. 

B j  contrast, few systems unambiguously exhibit the behavior predicted by the single 
impurity model. While it is possible to fit a particular spectrum within NCA by adjusting 
parameten, the lack of systematics nith T, are glaring. In  particular, there is no clear sys- 
tematic scaling 01. the near-% spectral nseight nith T,, the riridth of the f' peak is approw- 
matel) constant nzith T,, there is no temperature dependence ivhich cannot be explained by 
coni cntional effects of thermal broadcning and Fermi function effects (here, perhaps, the 
broadening may be attributed to the PAM), the spin-orbit feature does not shift toward as 
T, increase\. and n o  clear-cut observation o f  a crystal field state has been reported despite 
sutf icicnt rcwdution. Indeed, the temperature dependence in Cc compounds does not prof ide 
c\idcnc.c tor  the mi4tence o f  an intense 4f DOS feature just abo\,e &, otherwise one nould 
c)bsx\c <t ,h i l t  o f  the near-& peak totvard the Fermi energy (vs the observed shift in the 
oppo\itc direction) as was first predicted by Gunnarsson and Schonhammer [1986). In Yb 
compound4 the yxctral weight of the near-& peaks (i.e., the rq) is so totally inconsistent 
it ith SIM predictions as to be sufficient by itself to seriously question the model. The theory 
is onl) \ d id  doir n to n, values of about 0.75, n,hile tj.picd rq's in Yb compounds are meas- 
ured at 0.65 cien for T,'s o f  35K. I f  the existence of the Kondo resonance with the stated 
properties 1s a necessary consequence of the SIM, as appears to be the case, then ive must 
lock be) ond SIM to understand heai 4 electron behavior. 

One the other hand, thermodynamic data are in better agreement with the predictions 
o f  SIM, nsith the recent bandkvtdth eltractions being the only serious disagreement. There is 
a consistent relationship betncen T, and, sa), the peak in the rnagnctic cusccptibilit~, the 
4pecif'ic heat y. and inelastic neutron scattering results. Actually, the most important parame- 
ter IS in tact the hqbndimtion from n hich T, and all other parameters follow nithin SIM. 
This has presented a dilemma prior to the emergence of new theones, many of tvhich bulld 



o n  the SILI.  Anq successful theory must simultaneousl>. be able to correctlq predict Lhc mi- 
croicopic J' 11 ell as the macroscopic properties. SIM and its cktensions appear pninanl! 
successlul \ \  lth the latter. although, again as pointed out, the bandn idths obtruned from it 
SIM analjis of wweptibility data in YbXCu, compounds are totalljr unphysical (0.1 eV \ s 
measured ialucs ot =: 10 cV.).  Nc\crthclcss, at some leiel NCA contains some truth. Ucc- 
tron-electron corrclations are indeed important. and hrmation of the singlet state 11 lth con- 
duction eleclrons is not in dispute (except in the model of Liu (1993, 1997)). Somehow this 
must be rcconcilcd n ith the ewtcncc of f-bands far abo\ e T, n hich are b j  clcarlq obscn cd 
in AWES mc:~surements. 

Vanous renormalized band approaches [Zivicknagel, 1992; Strange and Nen ns 
19,861 ha1 c succccdcd in cffectii.cljr reproducing the largc electron masses in hca\ q' fermions, 
but the), are no t  in general able to accommodate the numerous magnetic states as tic11 as 
superconductivity within the same model. A very interesting model that has been recently 
proposcd is thc tno-electron band approach of Sheng and Coopcr [199.5], in nrhich correla- 
tions are f'irct included explicitly betlveen thej-electrons and ligand conduction band states (/: 
I correlations) whilef-f correlations are treated within an infinite-U approximation. While this 
is quite similar to the SIM approach, it diffcrs in that a collcctivc rcsponsc of the ligand clcc- 
trons which yields the Kondo resonance IS not included. Instead, the singlet (or tnplet) state 
is formcd as ant-1 pair of clcctrons n.hich thcn form paired band states. 

The nascent studies of the Penodic Anderwn Lattice Model, do contain some of the 
ingredients crucial to the descnption of the photo-emission spectrum, such as substantially 
more intensity in the f' peaks vs thc r" pcak thus yielding much smaller q values, thc forma- 
tion of dicpersive quasi-particle bands, a much more mild temperature dependence than found 
in the SIM, broadening wich was initially attnbuted to phonons, and the weak hybndization 
Lit & jielding flat bands at & while strong hybridization away from & allows f-spectral:: 
vcight to disperse to energies far larger than kT, (as observed). 
I t  I F ,  o f  course, a long road from the f'irst inception of any m d e l  to the final detailed proof of 
its applicability. In its early stages it appears to qualitatively fit the AWES data, including the 
mild tcmpcraturc dcpendcncc. Final proof - or discarding - of ths  theory, hon.c\.cr, t i i l l  
occur onlj. after successful - or unsuccessful - attempts to fit real spectra. 
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